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Cannonball record audi s6

Sign in to your car acceleration account Continue with Facebook or Vehicles | August 23, 2020 19:01 If you want to cross the country in less than 26 hours, this is the car for you. If you kept an eye on technically-illegal auto facts during the pandemic, you may have noticed something: the record time for
Cannonball Run was broken. Much. And now a new record has been set, and the team that did have been working, in part, on eclipsing their own record earlier. At Road &amp; Track, Bob Sorokanich has details about the latest recording unit. How long did it take them to drive from New York to Los



Angeles? 25 hours, 39 minutes. According to the report, the team's average speed was 112 miles per hour. The team that set the record, Arne Toman and Doug Tabbutt, had previously set an earlier version of the record in November. The car they used for that race was damaged in an accident and they
chose to modify an Audi S6 to make the journey. Also among the changes: making the exterior more resemble that of a police car. If you are curious about the details, Toman offers a lot of details on his website. It can be thrilling to read the details of Cannonball Runs, although it might be a little less so to
see a plane's car passed to you at 175 miles per hour, the top speed achieved by the recording-setting team this time. The Article Road &amp; Track notes that, based on Toman and Tabbutt's press release, the record they set in November was broken no less than 5 times. The pandemic that determines
a golden age for Cannonball Runs may be one of its most surreal qualities. Subscribe here for our free daily newsletter. The Cannonball record has been broken an absurd number of times in recent months. It's getting hard to keep up with the latest Cannonball Run news these days. The time record from
New York to Los Angeles was broken - and re-broken - a damp number of times compared to last November. Most recently, the solo record fell to a Fred Ashmore in June, driving a rented Ford Mustang GT whose interior was virtually transformed into a giant fuel tank. Ashmore managed to break the 26-
hour mark, refueling only once and on average 108 mph on his journey. Now, the record was broken again by the same guys who set the record of 27 hours and 25 minutes in November, Ene Toman and Doug Tabbutt, and did it in a fake police car. The newest record set by Toman and Tabbutt was not
quite planned and premeditated as the typical Cannonball Run; after Toman's 2015 Mercedes-AMG E63 was damaged following a collision, he replaced it with a 2016 Audi S6 and went straight to work by modifying it for the Cannonball fee, breaking the project in just a few The most interesting of the
changes is a remodeled front grille and a bait badge to make it look like a Ford Taurus-based Police Interceptor Sedan when viewed from a distance. We don't know if the changes would have been enough to fool any Police officers, but, well, trying to record the duo was a success anyway, though that
might have as much to do with their constant contact with a team of scouts keeping watching for law enforcement. 10 Automotive Highlights of 2020 Elections of Car Badges and Logos VINwiki via YouTube VINwiki via YouTube Finally, Toman and Tabbutt managed a 25-hour and 39-minute Cannonball
Run in the 2016 Audi S6, maintaining an average of 110 mph - 112 mph if you miss the five fuel stops. As traffic levels across the country continue to return to normal following large-scale closures due to the coronavirus pandemic, we do not imagine that conditions will ever be so favorable to new
Cannonball records, so this new record could be the last word for a while. But then again, we were wrong. VINwiki via YouTube VINwiki via YouTube VINwiki via YouTube VINwiki via YouTube JR Photon There is a new record in cannonball land: Drivers Arne Toman and Doug Tabbutt announced today
that they have completed cross-country leads from New York City to Los Angeles in 25 hours, 39 minutes, narrowly beat an alleged under-26 hour record made public in May and break its own 27-hour record , 25 minutes that were announced in November 2019. Ene Toman Toman and Tabbutt's
November attempt kicked off a wave of record-chases, many of whom took advantage of reduced traffic during the COFID lock to set cross-country times that would seem impossible under normal driving conditions. An anonymous trio caught a giant auxiliary fuel tank in the trunk of an Audi A8 and
claimed a record 26 hours, 38 minutes in April, and in June, Fred Ashmore took a Ford Mustang GT rental full of fuel tanks at a record 25 hours, 55 minutes solo. In a press release, Toman and Tabbutt claim that five new records have been set since their November 2019 run. The latest record by Arne
Toman Toman and Tabbutt appears to have been a momentary decision. In April, Toman's 2015 Mercedes E63 - the very modified car that set the record in November 2019 - was badly damaged when a truck crashed into it while parked on the side of a highway. Toman replaced it with a 2016 Audi S6,
quickly changing it to the Cannonball fee over just a few days. Vehicle modifications include a 45-gallon trunk-mounted fuel cell and visual modifications, such as a front grille remodeled with a bait badge to make Audi resemble a Ford Taurus-based police interceptor when viewed from a distance. This
content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format or find more information on their website. The record was set in early May. Drivers left NYC's Red Ball Garage-traditional Cannonball starting point-at 6:00 p..m. to cover most of the Midwest at night. Toman
claims they were able to leave Manhattan in just four and a half minutes, and says the entire trip required five fuel stations totalling 31 31 All in, the team claims an average moving speed of 112 mph, or 110 mph, including fuel stops. The maximum speed on the run was 175 mph. The team says they
were never stopped by police, in part because of a network of scouts coordinating with them. Ene Toman This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content at the
Arne's Antics Cannonball Record Audi S6 25:39 piano.io In November 2019, Arne, Doug and Berkeley set the 27-hour and 25-minute Cannonball record in angry Ursula 800HP ALPHA 9 Mercedes-Benz E63 AMG. While this record was predicted to stand for quite a long time, Coronavirus and following
the lockdown nationwide has created an opportunity for Cannonballers like never before in history. With a traffic reduction of 50-70%, and many police departments that choose not to make traffic stops, an unknown team quite easily breaks the record at the beginning of April 2020, with a time of 26 hours
and 38 minutes, with very little training. To add insult to injury, within 24 hours of the record being broken, the infamous and heavily prepared Mercedes E63 was unceremoniously destroyed by a sleepy trucker while it was parked on the side of the highway. During the quarantine, 27:25 would have been
exceeded five times. Down, but not outside, Arne and Doug put their heads together, and within weeks Arne acquired this 2016 Audi S6 with the necessary performance changes. Ene and his cannonball Garage team, working around the clock, installed a fuel cell, made necessary police
countermeasures, and disguised the car as a Ford Taurus police interceptor in just a few days. While the timing was no longer ideal, given the traffic and police application, in May 2020, Arne and Doug, along with the Sunadel Daryoush, left the Red Ball Garage again. 2,816 miles and just 25 hours and
39 minutes later they shot into the Portofino parking lot in Redondo Beach, California, breaking all previous records. They managed to get out of Manhattan in just 4.5 minutes and stopped five times for fuel, with a total time stopped for 31 minutes. Their moving average was 112 mph, and the overall
average including stops was 110 mph. Although they were once called to the Police, they did not have meetings with law enforcement, due to their precision and care in planning and leadership, countermeasures, and a network of scouts staggered along their route. (By Tom Lohnes) - The Coast's
Cannonball record has been broken again, and this time it's an even higher level of impressive. Basically, two guys had an Audi S6 and a body shop, and decided to try and break the Cannonball record. they did what anyone else would do, and they made the $100,000 Audi look like an undercover Ford
Taurus police car. Then they started putting fake spots on one side, filling it with fuel tanks, and putting the show on the road. Also, The S6 is not a slow car with 510 horsepower coming out of a twin-turbo 4.0-liter V8 and AWD. In theory, this machine is actually one of the best cannonball machines
because of its large interior, air suspension, and 175 mile-per-hour top speed. Speaking of top speed, they were riding on it for 30 minutes straight! They managed an average speed of 122.68 MPH throughout the journey from New York to LA, and finished in a mind-blowing 26.5 hours. With the last
record breaker being a rented Mustang GT, maybe the S6 is a little less impressive, but the fact that they took the time to make this look like a Taurus is crazy and is kind of a throw back to the early days of Cannonball when Brock Yates had hot roded fake ambulance like his ride. Share this
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